Country: Egypt
Locality: CAT. NO. 105185
People: Ancients
Name: Stylized figure of Osiris in sandstone. Inscribed on face, mention of Osiris, sun. Square, head, beard, and animal symbol. Front of base square. Head and beard are sun. Cairo 38363 (26th dyn., though Osiris looks as though beard had never curled up at tips,伊名 does not match sun Cairo 38368 (26th dyn.).
Collection: E. E. Ayer

Notes: Head loose from body, but has been replaced.

Width: Length: Height: 65 Price:
1. Seat of throne mis-interpreted
2. Beard incorrect -- on deity should have curl.
3. Hunched appearance un-egyption
4. Crown (Atef) crudely done (white crown part)
   piece doubtful -- (Jg 1988)